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_J Email
From: DPSMailbox- .OperationWinter@met.pnn.police.uk
To:
Ben Williams
Subject:Briefing note TAYLOR

Sent:18/0712016 15: 53:25

Jon Concanon j Detective Constable
Directorate of Professional Standards
Specialist Investigations
Metropolitan Police Service
if MetPhone: 786 767 'ifTelephone: 02071616767 'fil Mobile: C~.~-~-~-~-~~-~K.~.~-~-~-~-~.J
Q Email Jonathan. Concanon@met.onn. police. uk
Address Empress State Building, 22nd Floor, Lillie Road, London, SW6 ITR
Met Sec Code - Restricted
From: Laffan Matt~ KG
Sent: 26 May 2016 01:05
To: OPS Mailbox-Operation Winter <DPSMailbox-.OperationWinter@met.pnn.police.uk>
Subject: FW: Briefing note TAYLOR

PS 12KG Matt Laffan
Police Sergeant Response Team 0
Email Matthew.Laffan@met.police.uk
Address Barking and Dagenham Patrol Base,
Freshwharf Estate, Muirhead Quay, Barking, lG11 BBG

From: Laffan Matt - KG

sent:

05 October 2015 13: 15

To~

McSheffrey Niall - KG; Sweetman Peter R - KG
Subject: Briefing note TAYLOR

This briefing note relates to the sudden death of Jack TAYLOR, the
progress of the investigation to date and some issues raised as a result
of the progress of that investigation to date that require further
exploration/ investigation/ advice.
The body of JT, 20/06/1990, Male, IC1 was found in Barking Abbey ruins
around 1315 hours on Monday 14th Sept 2015 (CAD 3750 refers)
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10/09/15 Attends work as normal
11 /09/15 Jack Takes a cab from his home address to his sisters in
Robinson Road, at 1755 hours, leaving by means unknown to go to the
Goose PIH in Romford as he does every week and meets with the same
group of friends.
12/09/15 early evening, goes for a curry on Dagenham Heathway with
Dan Hall and his [Dan 1s] girlfriend, withdraws money from the Halifax on
the Heathway and is taken by Dan in his car to Trades Working club on
Charleston Road arriving around 2200 hours. [Seen on CCTV arriving at
venue]
He stays here drinking [but not getting drunk] with members including the
club president till 0040 hours.
He returns home via a taxi at 0100 hours, he speaks to his dad at horne,
his dad recalls Jack caught him eating a bag of crisp when he is
supposed to be on a diet. Tells his dad he is off to bed.
13 /09/15 0238 hours call a cab from HA to Barking Station arriving at
0248. He is seen on CCTV to loiter by the station for approx 5 mins, he is
then joined by an unknown male, from the footage the two do not shake
hands and there does not appear any familirailty or duress as they walk
away from the train station towards the old police station. Through CCTV
we have been able to track the two for a for approx 10 minutes before
they go out of sight.
Approx 35 hours later TAYLOR body is found
The coroner noted the "needle mark", his sister has confirmed that he
was right handed, this has raised questions, would a right handed inject
themselves with their less dominant hand. Has some else potentially
helped them.
T aylors sister has told police that he was anti-drugs and had no history
of drug mis-use
He never missed sunday dinner with his parents, if he planned to stay out
he would tell them prior to dinner
Outstanding mobile phone Forms submitted by DC ASh Mutty at request
of lnsp O'DONOHUE to start phone work initially the sub's enq as
required, ahead of detailed information such as call data on advice of
MPS CIU, numerous statements taken from work colleagues, family
members, CCTV viewed and seized from several locations, taxi office
records seized. Facebook details collected.
Consent has been given to investigate Jack's finances/Bank ale's
Issues identifed.
1. 35 hours from last sighting to body found
2. Phone missing. number, carrier & IMEI known as well as hand set
make and model
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3. Needle mark on right arm when right handed.
4. Cash advance taken, money unaccounted for [as yet- may still be in
Bank ale] and no clear reason as to why he needed it. Though sister
has mentioned SIA ambitions

5. No apparent history of drug mis-use.

6. No history of calling cabs at that time of night. Taxi records confirm

this.
7. Family cannot understand why he went to Barking, his friend's circle
were Romford based.
B. Manager of Trades Hall I friend mentions he had just split with G/F
who is a police officer due to clashes of shifts but sister knows nothing
about this relationship - this point albeit minor may raise a welfare issue
of officer for MPS
9. Unable to identify the male who he met at Barking BR, funeral of
TAYLOR took place on the 2nd of October, attended by around 120
guests, no one has come forward to the family as being the one to meet
TAYLOR that night.
[Decent CCTV is available & has been siezed - need to identify a strategy
going forward of how we use this to assist identfying the male with Jack
in the town centre ie internally police viido/ externally press with
agreement from family & coroner, as currently the last person to have
seen Jack - albeit some 30-odd hours prior to the discovey of his body]

Total Policing is the Met's commitment to be on the streets and in your communities to catch
offenders, prevent crime and support victims. We are here for London, working with you to make our
capital safer.

Consider our environment - please do not print this email unless absolutely necessary.
NOTICE - This email and any attachments may be confidential, subject to copyright and/or legal privilege
and are intended solely for the use of the intended recipient. If you have received this email in error, please
notify the sender and delete it from your system. To avoid incurring legal liabilities, you must not distribute
or copy the information in this email without the permission of the sender. MPS communication systems are
monitored to the extent permitted by Jaw. Consequently, any email and/or attachments may be read by
monitoring staff. Only specified personnel are authorised to conclude any binding agreement on behalf of the
MPS by email. The MPS accepts no responsibility for unauthorised agreements reached with other
employees or agents. The security of this email and any attachments cannot be guaranteed. Email
messages are routinely scanned but malicious software infection and corruption of content can still occur
during transmission over the Internet. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication are solely
those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS).

Find us at:
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